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organizations throughout the value chain
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etail, consumer-facing companies have been aggressive in transforming customer experiences using digital technologies. In financial services, retail banks and retail investment
firms have become experts at digital delivery by moving to new core solutions that support,
analyze and act upon the data generated in a digital world.

Yet the insurance industry has lagged behind, held back by the limitations of legacy technology.

Many of the biggest brands in insurance rely upon decades-old legacy systems characterized by cumbersome, product-specific operational procedures that are expensive to change. Until those legacy
systems are replaced or supplemented by more flexible and agile solutions, the digital world will
remain tantalizingly out of reach.
Bolt-on solutions are not the answer. That’s because legacy systems were built around the fundamental unit of transactions. The transaction-centered approach worked well in the past, but in the
digital world, the fundamental building block is no longer the signing of the contract at the end of
the sale, but rather the details of every customer engagement that happens along the way and afterwards; that is, every interaction between the company and the customer throughout the lifespan of
the relationship.
From the perspective of a “system of engagement,” a revenue-earning transaction is just one of
many customer engagements. The transaction sits at the end of a long series of customer engagements leading up to the sale, and at the beginning of a new series of customer engagements after the
sale. By keeping track of every single customer engagement, a digital insurance company can better
determine what factors contributed to revenue and customer satisfaction, and then use that learning for improved operations elsewhere in the enterprise. Such level of detail is not something that a
legacy insurance system was built to capture, analyze or use.
Fortunately, insurance companies have begun to embark upon transformations from “systems of
transaction” to “systems of engagement.” In the next few years, we expect to see the launch of several
major initiatives from insurers in the digital world, based upon improved underlying architectures.
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